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4043TR RECIRCULATING IMPACT CRUSHER DEBUTS AT MINExpo 2016
ETNA, Ohio – Screen Machine Industries has a new addition to its industry-leading line of
Impact Crushers – the 4043TR Recirculating Impact Crusher.
Built with all the rugged performance and durability of our standard 4043T, the 4043TR
Recirculating Impact Crusher offers two additional functions:
• A large two-deck screen, fed directly from the crusher, delivers sized product off the
fines conveyor at the front of the machine
• An additional radial overs conveyor feeds directly back into the hopper, or can be
positioned to the side for stockpiling
The 4043TR incorporates two of our patented technologies — the Crusher Relief System™ for
the crusher lid and Smooth Start® for the screen box. No other machine in the industry brings
together these innovations and functionalities.
“This machine is a true workhorse and we are excited about its potential,” said President Steve
Cohen. “When you evaluate all the innovation and patented technology that goes into this
machine, and add in all the other elements that make Screen Machine products better, like USAmade, Grade 80 steel, it’s obvious there’s nothing on the market that can compare.”

Additional features of the 4043TR include:
•
•
•

5’x12’ two-deck shaker screens, with heavy throw (3/8” at 1100 rpm)
Swiveling recirculating conveyor with cross conveyor for smooth material flow
Overs return conveyor projects material far into the hopper and spreads it across the
feeder. Prevents uneven wear on one side of rotor

The 4043TR is one more reason that Screen Machine continues to lead the crushing and
screening industry in design, durability and productivity. Complete details about Screen Machine
and our products can be found at www.screenmachine.com
NOTE: Complete specifications and high resolution photos available upon request.
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